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Fig. 1. A bracket with constraints (slit and interior face).
Fig. 2. An untetrahedralizable polyhedron.

Fig. 3. PSLG and its triangulations: (a) a PSLG; (b) Delaunay

triangulation; (c) conforming Delaunay triangulation and (d)

constrained Delaunay triangulation.
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Variational Delaunay approaches [12–15] adjust the

mesh by adding additional points where the boundary

and constraints intersect Delaunay tetrahedral faces or

moving mesh vertices toward boundary or constraint

faces to recover missing boundaries and constraints,

while Delaunay property of some simplexes are violated.

Fuchs [12] used body-centered-cubic (BCC) lattice

refinement to obtain desired node density and projected

exterior DT vertices to the boundary to obtain boundary

conformity. Molino et al. [13] utilized a defined distance

function and uniform crystal lattice to guide mesh

subdivision for highly deformable models and obtain

boundary fitting via masses and springs. Reliance on

heuristics and undesirable quality tetrahedra near the

boundary are big problems for this type of algorithms.

In 2D, a constrained Delaunay triangulation (CDT)

[16–18] involves a set of edges and vertices while

maintaining most of the favorable properties of DT

(such as maximizing the minimum angle). However in

3D, without Steiner points and surface modification,

tetrahedralization is not available for all models [19]. An

untetrahedralizable example is shown in Fig. 2. Thus,

there is no CDT for some models in 3D for additional

points are prohibited in CDT. Shewchuk [6] presented a

sufficient condition for CDT existence in 3D and a

tetrahedral mesh generation algorithm utilizing this

condition. His algorithm should be called CCDT instead

since additional points are inserted into the mesh to

guarantee the existence of CDT. In comparison with

conforming DT, CCDT adds fewer vertices and all

tetrahedra are constrained Delaunay instead. For

clarity, triangulations of a planar straight line graph

(PSLG) in 2D are given in Fig. 3. Conforming Delaunay

triangulation adds more points to recover missing edges

(faces involved in 3D) than CDT (CCDT in 3D).

Furthermore, no Steiner points are needed for 2D CDT.

In this paper, an advancing front tetrahedral mesh

generation algorithm is presented for models with
constraints based on CCDT. First, a surface meshing

algorithm [10] is utilized to mesh the model. To

guarantee CDT existence of the mechanical model,

middle points of missing grazeable edges are repeatedly

added to the mesh until all grazeable edges are

represented as set of continuous edges of DT. Second,

interior points are inserted in a face-centered-cubic

(FCC) crystal lattice arrangement coupled to octree

spatial subdivision, which gives better tetrahedra than

other Bravais lattice arrangements for an error bound

[10]. Finally, to accelerate tetrahedral mesh generation, a

sufficient condition for DT existence is presented and an

advancing front algorithm utilizing this condition and

uniform grid technique is implemented. The mesh

generator is robust and exhibits a linear time complexity

for models with uniform density distribution.
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This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes

grazeable edge protection theorem. Section 3 describes

method of inserting interior points. Section 4 describes

how to construct uniform grid. Section 5 presents a

sufficient condition for DT and an advancing algorithm

utilizing this condition. Section 6 gives some mechanical

examples. Performance of face protection and superior

quality meshes of presented algorithm are exhibited by

given examples. Section 7 concludes the paper.
Fig. 4. FCC structure and its tetrahedralization: (a) FCC

structure of unit cell and (b) CDT of FCC cell.

2. Grazeable edge protection

Shewchuk [6] presented a sufficient condition for

CDT existence. If a model is grazeable edge protected,

the existence of CDT can be guaranteed. However, in

FEM, surface mesh can be modified by local transfor-

mations as long as boundary and constraints are not

violated. Based on this character, all non-constraint

interior edges of the surface triangulation are removed

before addition of Steiner points. To obtain grazeable

edge protection, middle points of missing grazeable

edges are repeatedly inserted to the mesh until all

grazeable edges are represented as set of continuous

edges of DT. Models in which five or more vertices are

cospherical may cause the CDT algorithm to fail. So

symbolic perturbation [20] is introduced to simulate the

circumstance where no five vertices are on a common

sphere.
3. Interior points insertion via FCC lattice

The size of tetrahedra is controlled by the density

function that may vary throughout the body. In order to

generate tetrahedra with prescribed size, interior points

are inserted in a FCC crystal lattice arrangement

coupled to octree space subdivision, with the local

lattice parameter determined by the prescribed density

function. Bounding box of the model is set to be the

initial octant. Octants are classified into three types

according to their location corresponding to the model:

exterior octant, boundary octant and interior octant.

Boundary octant is intersected by model faces or

contains model vertices, while exterior octant lies

outside the model and interior octant lies inside the

model, respectively. Exterior octants are never further

split any more. Boundary and interior octants are

subdivided into eight equally sized children and bound-

ary and interior son octants are recursively split as long

as they do not match the prescribed size function and do

not touch the maximal user-defined octree depth. As is

common practice, the generational difference between

adjacent octree leaves is restricted to one [21]. As a direct

consequence of this restriction, the number of types of
tetrahedra in transition area between different mesh

sizes is finite.

Once octree is constructed, all boundary and interior

leaves are designated as FCC cells (Fig. 4(a)) whose

corners and centers of the cell faces lying inside the body

are inserted to the mesh. Radovitzky and Ortiz [10]

compared FCC with other 13 Bravais lattice and

concluded that for a unit cell, CDT tetrahedra quality

(Fig. 4(b)) of FCC lattice arrangement is better than

others according to their defined aspect ratio.

According to FCC lattice arrangement, corners and

centers of faces of boundary leaves may lie outside the

body. To handle this problem, a conventional algorithm

is implemented to judge whether point is inside the

model or not: shoot a radial from the point and compute

the number of intersections of the radial with boundary

faces. If the number of intersections is even, point is

located outside the body; otherwise point is located

inside the body. Finally, interior points lying in minimal

circumspheres of model triangular faces are eliminated

to avoid slivers [22]. Insertion of interior points does not

affect CDT existence. That is to say when a model X has

a CDT, the model X1 that is composed of X and a set of

additional interior points also has a CDT.
4. Construction of uniform grid

Bentley et al. [23] used uniform grid to solve nearest

neighbor searching problem and proved that, under the

assumption that n points are chosen independently from

a uniform distribution on the unit square in 2D, the

nearest neighbor of a query point can be found by spiral

search in constant expected time. Uniform grid has been

extensively utilized to accelerate mesh generation in 2D

[17,24]. Here, we utilize uniform grid to accelerate

tetrahedral generation in our algorithm. Given a model

with faces F ¼ ff0; f1; . . . ; fm�1g where f i ¼ ðpi1
; pi2

; pi3
Þ,

0pipm � 1 and vertices P ¼ fp0; p1; . . . ; pn�1g where

pi ¼ ðpi;x; pi;y; pi;zÞ, 0pipn � 1, all the vertices and faces

are put into the uniform grid to accelerate vertex search
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and visibility determination. The uniform grid can

constrict vertex search and visibility determination to a

local area around current face, so tetrahedron derived

from current face can be generated in a constant

expected time for mechanical models with uniform

density distribution. To construct the uniform grid, the

first step is to compute bounding box of the body and

shift the box outward by a tolerance TOL

xmin ¼ xmin � TOL; xmax ¼ xmax þ TOL;

ymin ¼ ymin � TOL; ymax ¼ ymax þ TOL;

zmin ¼ zmin � TOL; zmax ¼ zmax þ TOL;

where ‘‘¼’’ is the assignment operator. Then compute

the grid size

size ¼
ðxmax � xminÞðymax � yminÞðzmax � zminÞ

maxðm; nÞ

� �1=3

.

Finally, put vertices into corresponding cells and faces

into intersected or located cells, respectively. For a

vertex pi ¼ ðpi;x; pi;y; pi;zÞ, calculate

cell_x ¼ int
pi;x � xmin

size

� �
,

cell_y ¼ int
pi;y � ymin

size

� �
,

cell_z ¼ int
pi;z � zmin

size

� �
.

Vertex pi is put into the uniform grid cell

ðcell_x; cell_y; cell_zÞ. For a face f iðpi1
; pi2

; pi3
Þ, the

bounding box of f i is first calculated and cells intersected

by the bounding box are determined. For each

determined cell, if f i lies inside or intersects with the

cell, then put f i into the cell. Vertices and faces in the

grid cells are administrated by double linked list. The

grid structure accelerates the search for the fourth

vertex. Given a face fðp1; p2; p3Þ, the grid cell containing

barycenter of the face is first determined. Vertex search

is spread spirally around the cell until a candidate vertex

visible from vertices of face f with respect to F is found.

Two vertices are visible from each other with respect to

F if the edge between the two vertices does not intersect

any face of F. A similar procedure utilizing the uniform

grid is to verify that for a chosen vertex p4 there are no

visible vertices inside the circumsphere of formed

tetrahedron. For this purpose, the bounding box of

formed tetrahedron is first calculated and cells inter-

sected by the bounding box are determined. All vertices

lying inside these cells are tested whether they are inside

the tetrahedral circumsphere and whether they are

visible from vertices of face f. If an interior visible

vertex is found, the current vertex is replace by it. This
verification and replacement are performed repeatedly

until no interior visible vertices are found anymore.
5. Tetrahedralization

DT [25–27] of model vertices is needed when testing

grazeable edge protection and face protection. Fang and

Piegl [24] utilized uniform grid to accelerate 2D DT and

showed that their algorithm has an approximate linear

time complexity for randomly distributed points. Fang’s

algorithm is extended to generate DT in our algorithm.

Without explicit explanation, we suppose model with

constraints has perturbation involved and is grazeable

edge protected. In this section, a model is said to have a

DT when the model has a CDT whose tetrahedra are all

Delaunay. Visibility determination is the most time

consuming procedure of CDT. In order to reduce the

number of visibility tests between model vertices with

respect to model faces, a sufficient and necessary

condition for existence of DT is put forward in our

advancing front algorithm. To utilize this condition, all

model faces are classified into two categories: Delaunay

faces (also strongly Delaunay) and undelaunay faces. A

model is face protected if all its faces are strongly

Delaunay. To test whether a model is face protected is

just like edge protection test in Section 2. A model X

with constraints has a DT (also has a unique DT) if X is

face protected and grazeable edge protected. If a model

X has a DT, DT can be obtained from DT of model

vertices by a labeling procedure; otherwise undelaunay

faces are first processed in our advancing front

algorithm. Boundary and constraint triangles are

designated as the initial front. As undelaunay faces are

processed, front marches and is updated. If current front

is face protected during mesh process, Delaunay

tetrahedra enveloped by current front are appended to

the tetrahedral list by a labeling procedure. After

mechanical model is meshed, quality of the mesh is

improved by edge-face swapping and smoothing opera-

tions [28–30].

5.1. Tetrahedron generation

Without special explanation, no circumstance where

five or more vertices are on a common sphere is

considered (for symbolic perturbation has been intro-

duced). Klein [17] presented a formal description of CDT

in 2D, which is extended to describe 3D tetrahedral

generation in our algorithm. Given a model with faces

F ¼ ff0; f1; . . . ; fm�1g where f i ¼ ðpi1
; pi2

; pi3
Þ, 0pipm �

1 and vertices P ¼ fp0; p1; . . . ; pn�1g where pi ¼ ðpi;x; pi;y;
pi;zÞ, 0pipn � 1, let O be the body enveloped by

boundary faces except interior constraints and

fðpi1
; pi2

; pi3
Þ be active front triangle. ~Sðpi1

; pi2
; pi3

; pi4
Þ

denotes the region strictly inside circumsphere Sðpi1
; pi2

;
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pi3
; pi4

Þ of tetrahedron tðpi1
; pi2

; pi3
; pi4

Þ. For face fðpi1
; pi2

;
pi3

Þ, tetrahedron tðpi1
; pi2

; pi3
; p4Þ is constrained Delaunay

if and only if
(1)
 pi4
2 Vi1i2 i3 , where Vi1 i2i3 ¼ fp 2 P j pi1

pi2
p 
 O; pi2

pi3
p 
 O; pi3

pi1
p 
 Og and
(2)
 v ~Sðpi1
; pi2

; pi3
; pi4

Þ \ Vi1i2 i3 ¼ ;.
Let

Hi1 i2i3 ¼ fp j ðp� pi1
Þ  di40g

be the half-space defined by fðpi1
; pi2

; pi3
Þ and front

advancing direction di. Then we have Vi1i2i3 ¼

Vi1i2 \ Vi2i3 \ Vi3 i1 \Hi1i2i3 , where Vi1 i2 ;Vi2i3 and Vi3i1

are the set of vertices p 2 P that are visible from

pi1
pi2

; pi2
pi3

; pi3
pi1
, respectively, with respect to F. If a

vertex satisfying (1) is found, then vertex satisfying (1)

and (2) can be found by repeatedly replacing pi4
with

vertex p 2 ~Sðpi1
; pi2

; pi3
; pi4

Þ \ Vi1 i2i3 .

Uniform grid is used to accelerate these three steps

(Section 4).

5.2. A sufficient and necessary condition for DT existence

In order to reduce the number of visibility tests

between model vertices, a sufficient and necessary

condition for DT existence given by Radovitzky is that

all boundary triangles have empty minimal circum-

spheres [10]. But this condition is so strict that few

bodies can fit it without local transformations and

subdivision. Here, we present a sufficient and necessary

condition for DT existence. Given a model with surface

triangulation, a necessary and sufficient condition for

triangular face fðpi1
; pi2

; pi3
Þ to be strongly Delaunay is

that there exists a vertex pi4
, where
(1)
 pi4
2 Vi1i2i3 ;Vi1i2i3 ¼ fp 2 P j pi1

pi2
p 
 O; pi2

pi3
p 


O; pi3
pi1

p 
 Og and

(2)
 ðSðpi1

; pi2
; pi3

; pi4
Þ [ ~Sðpi1

; pi2
; pi3

; pi4
ÞÞ \ P ¼ fpi1

; pi2
;

pi3
; pi4

g.
If all triangular faces of F are strongly Delaunay, we

call the model is face protected.

Theorem 1. If and only if a model X is grazeable edge

protected and face protected, X has a DT.

Proof. Grazeable edge protection ensures that dangling

edges (not included in any face) do not violate Delaunay

property. If all faces are strongly Delaunay, they must

exist in DT of model vertices. Therefore, Delaunay

tetrahedra enveloped by boundary faces constitute a DT

of the model. The condition is also necessary for

existence of DT, provided that no five vertices are

cospherical. Because no five vertices are cospherical,

Delaunay edges are also strongly Delaunay. If the model
is not grazeable edge protected, there exists an edge that

does not have an empty circumsphere. Tetrahedron of

CDT including this edge also does not have an empty

circumsphere; thus, the model does not have a DT. If the

model is not face protected, while there exists a face that

does not have an empty circumsphere, tetrahedron

derived from the face is also not Delaunay. So the

model also does not have a DT. &

Test of face protection is just like test of grazeable

edge protection [6]. DT of model vertices is first

constructed before CDT. If all model faces exist in DT

of model vertices, the model is face protected. To utilize

this condition, all model faces are classified into two

categories: Delaunay faces (also strongly Delaunay) and

undelaunay faces. If all model faces are all strong

Delaunay, from Theorem 2, the model has a DT. DT

can be obtained from DT of model vertices by a labeling

procedure. When the model is not face protected, the

following steps are performed:
1.
 Calculate the number of undelaunay faces by search

for faces of F in DT and choose an arbitrary

undelaunay face from initial front as active front

face.
2.
 For the active front face fðpi1
; pi2

; pi3
Þ, find the fourth

vertex pi4
with the following properties:

(1) pi1
pi2

pi4

 O; pi2

pi3
pi4


 O and pi3
pi1

pi4

 O;

(2) ~Sðpi1
; pi2

; pi3
; pi4

Þ \ Vi1i2i3 ¼ ;.
3.
 Update front and the undelaunay face number

according to three generated faces (Section 5.3).
4.
 Choose an undelaunay face from current front as

active front face and repeat Steps 2–4 until the

undelaunay face number becomes zero.
5.
 CDT of the current front is obtained from DT of

model vertices by a labeling procedure.

The technique can greatly accelerate CDT especially

for model with almost regular boundary faces that is

also a prerequisite for tetrahedral generation in FEM.

For clarity, a 2D example is given (Fig. 5). In 2D, a

PSLG has a CDT whose simplexes are all Delaunay if

every edge is strongly Delaunay. Thus, Theorem 2 can

also be applied to 2D CDT.

5.3. Front update

As a new tetrahedron is formed, three faces are

generated and front advances. The active triangle is

always deleted from the front and the undelaunay face

number is decreased by 1. The undelaunay face number is

updated as follows: for each generated face, if the face is
1.
 a new undelaunay face, the number is increased by 1,
2.
 a new Delaunay face, the number is unchanged,
3.
 an undelaunay face that already exists in the front,

the number is decreased by 1,
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Fig. 5. Procedure of advancing front algorithm utilizing Theorem 2 in 2D: (a) PSLG X with undelaunay edges (bold lines); (b)

Delaunay triangulation of X; (c) stage of CDT with all undelaunay edges processed and (d) CDT of X.

Fig. 6. Front update: (a) three faces added; (b) two faces added; (c) one face added and (d) front closes.

Y.-J. Yang et al. / Computers & Graphics 29 (2005) 606–615 611
4.
 a delaunay face that already exists in the front, the

number is unchanged.
The front is updated as follows: if the vertex found in

Section 5.1 is
1.
 not a vertex of front triangles adjacent to the active

triangle, three triangles are added to the front, Fig. 6(a),
2.
 a vertex of one front triangle adjacent to the active

triangle, two faces are added to the front and the

adjacent triangle is deleted from the front, Fig. 6(b),
3.
 a vertex of two front triangles adjacent to the active

triangle, one face is added to the front and the adjacent

two triangles are deleted from the front, Fig. 6(c),
4.
 a vertex of three front triangles adjacent to the active

triangle, no faces are added and three adjacent

triangles are deleted, Fig. 6(d).
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Fig. 7. Tetrahedral mesh of three examples: (a) mesh of piston; (b) mesh of bracket and (c) mesh of stepping pole.

Table 1

Time comparison for three models

Piston Bracket Stepping pole

Delaunay triangulation time(s) 25.53 33.14 35.83

CDT time(s) with face protected check 26.01 34.26 37.14

CDT time(s) without face protected check 602.25 607.15 610.94

Fig. 8. Comparison between CDT time(s) with face protection

check and CDT time(s) without face protection check for some

mechanical models with uniform density distribution.
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6. Examples

In this section several examples (Fig. 7) are given

which emphasis the performance of Theorem 2 and the

quality of the resulting meshes. Table 1 shows the

difference of CDT with face protection check and CDT

without face protection check. CDT with face protection

check is much faster than CDT without face protection

check. The run time of CDT with face protection check

and DT is of the same order of magnitude for given

models while CDT without face protection check is time

consuming relatively.

Fig. 8 shows the run time of CDT with face protection

check and CDT without face protection check as well as

their linear fittings for mechanical models with uniform

density distribution. It can be seen that CDT utilizing

uniform grid technique exhibits a linear time complexity

for mechanical models with uniform density distribu-

tion. Furthermore, CDT with face protection check is

much faster than CDT without face protection check.

In order to assess the quality of the meshes, the

following tetrahedron quality measure has been

adopted:

r ¼
ðð1=6Þ

P6
i¼1S

2
i Þ
3=2

8:48528V
,

where Si is the tetrahedron edges, V is the volume of the

tetrahedron and the factor 8.48528 normalizes the

quality of a regular tetrahedron to one [10]. Figs. 9–11

show the quality comparison of the three resulting
meshes between presented algorithm and Shewchuk’s

algorithm. The superiority of presented algorithm over

Shewchuk’s algorithm is evident from these figures. The

algorithm introduces the Shewchuk’s method into

Radovitzky’s algorithm to avoid its failure cases while

the superior mesh quality is preserved. Furthermore, the

linear time property of presented algorithm is absent

from the two algorithms mentioned above.

All the above algorithms are run in the environment

with Intel Pentium IV CPU 2.0GHz, 256Mb, Microsoft

Windows 2000 and Microsoft Visual Cþþ 6.0.
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Fig. 9. Mesh quality statistics of piston: (a) Shewchuk’s algorithm and (b) presented algorithm.

Fig. 10. Mesh quality statistics of bracket: (a) Shewchuk’s algorithm and (b) presented algorithm.

Fig. 11. Mesh quality statistics of bikestep: (a) Shewchuk’s algorithm and (b) presented algorithm.

Y.-J. Yang et al. / Computers & Graphics 29 (2005) 606–615 613
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7. Summary

We have presented a tetrahedral mesh generation

algorithm based on CCDT for 3D models with

constraints. First, a surface meshing algorithm is

performed to construct high-quality surface mesh and

perturbation is introduced to simulate the circumstance

where no five points are cospherical. Missing grazeable

edges of the model are identified and bisected repeatedly

until each grazeable edge is represented as set of

continuous edges of DT. Surface triangulation on same

plane is modified to satisfy constrained Delaunay

property. Second, interior points are inserted in a FCC

crystal lattice arrangement coupled to octree spatial

subdivision. Finally, CDT of the model is constructed

via an advancing front method. In order to reduce the

number of visibility tests between model vertices,

uniform grid is utilized and a sufficient and necessary

condition for existence of DT is put forward. The mesh

generator is robust and generates good-quality mesh.

Furthermore, the CDT algorithm exhibits a linear time

complexity for mechanical models with uniform density

distribution.
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